
Sermon – August 8, 2021  

 

By The Rev. Canon Dr. Lorne Mitchell  

 

May our reflections on scripture this day inspire us to be 

strong followers of Jesus in both word and action. Amen.  

 

In the first reading this morning, we hear Paul say to his 

fellow Christians, 

…let them labour and work honestly with their own hands,  

so as to have something to share with the needy. 

 Ephesians 4:28 

 

Today, I’m going to start with a simple little story. I’m not 

going to use names but it’s a true story and it happened 

this summer. Now, many people think of Stratford as an 

affluent town. But the truth is, there is plenty of poverty 

here too - it just tends to get hidden most of the time.  

 

In my neighbourhood, from time to time there is a man 

who walks by with a shopping cart filled to overflowing. 

It’s not filled with food, it’s filled with rags, pillows, 

blankets and other personal items. You can be sure it’s all 

his worldly possessions. 

 

Now there’s another person I know who really likes to 

bake things. Whenever she bakes muffins she carefully 

mixes the dough by hand - not to much - just enough. And 



when they’re fresh out of the oven the first thing she 

thinks about is who to share them with. During the 

pandemic, this is a problem. You just aren’t seeing very 

many people.  

 

One day she made muffins - not sure exactly who was 

going to get them. When they were fresh out of the oven, 

she happened to notice that an old neighbourhood friend 

was walking by the house. She quickly grabbed her mask 

and some muffins and raced out the front door. Maybe her 

friend would like some fresh muffins. She certainly did 

and said “Thanks so much!” 

 

But then a funny thing happened. A couple of minutes 

later she saw her friend walking without any muffins. Her 

friend had a big smile on her face and said. “I saw the 

homeless man with the shopping cart… I gave him your 

muffins… he was SO HAPPY” 

 

Actually, it was a little happy moment for everyone. In 

fact, even though neighbours don’t know it, it was a happy 

moment for the neighbourhood in general… A little 

moment made possible through simple kindness… It’s 

rather beautiful… Just a simple kindness…You just don’t 

know what a difference it can make. 

 

Paul writes to his fellow Christians saying, 

 



Put away from you all bitterness and wrath and anger and 

wrangling and slander, together with all malice, and be 

kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, 

as God in Christ has forgiven you. Therefore, be imitators 

of God, as beloved children… 

  Ephesians 4:31-5:1 

 

 

In the ancient Roman Empire, if you were born into a poor 

family, the general belief was that for some reason you 

had not been favoured by the gods. And if you suffered 

from illness or some disability – again, for some reason 

you had not been favoured by the gods. And there was 

always more than a bit of a hint that it must in some way 

be your fault or the fault of your family.  

 

This kind of thinking is often the case in wealthy, 

powerful societies. This was certainly the case in Roman 

Empire. And unfortunately, this kind of thinking has 

started to creep back into our day and age.  

 

When you live in a fairly wealthy society, it’s very 

convenient to think that people’s poverty or vulnerability 

is somehow their fault… It’s convenient because it let’s us 

off the hook… it’s convenient because it lets our system 

off the hook. It’s far more convenient than admitting the 

truth that perhaps our social system is tilted toward some 

people and not others.  



But really - let’s be honest with ourselves - it is. And the 

real question is, “What shall we do about it?”…  

 

Unlike many of the civilizations of the ancient world, the 

Hebrew society had an unusually strong sense of 

commitment and responsibility toward those who were 

poor, sick or widowed. In Psalm 41 we hear: 

 

Blessed are those who consider the poor;    the LORD 

delivers them in the day of trouble.  

 The LORD protects them and keeps them alive;    they are 

called happy in the land. 

 

Or in Deuteronomy we hear: 

 

When you have finished paying all the tithe of your 

produce in the third year, give it to the aliens, the 

orphans, and the widows, so that they may eat their fill 

within your towns. 

 

Commitment toward those who were vulnerable was seen 

as both a value and a duty. Perhaps this is because over 

the centuries, the Hebrew people remembered how they 

had been through severe trials; there had been events that 

had made them very vulnerable as a people. But God did 

not shun them. In the fullness of time God lifted them up 

and restored their strength.  

 



In the book of Leviticus we hear, 

 

The alien who resides with you shall be to you as the 

citizen among you; you shall love the alien as yourself, for 

you were aliens in the land of Egypt: I am the Lord your 

God. Leviticus 19:34 

The general message here is: “Do not forget the stranger, 

the poor and vulnerable. Remember them and lift them up 

as God has lifted us up in the time of our need.” 

 

Of course this is reflected so beautifully in the famous 

parable that Jesus offers to a teacher of the law. …The 

teacher of the law says to him, “If I am to love my 

neighbour  - then who exactly is my neighbour and who is 

not?” Jesus tells the story of how 2 people walk by a man 

who lies beaten and robbed. And yet it is a Samaritan (one 

who is poorly regarded in the region of Judea) who helps 

the man in need.   

 

It’s as though Jesus is saying, “Your neighbour may well 

be someone who is a total stranger – someone whose help 

you may unexpectedly receive in a moment of great need. 

Therefore go and do the same. Offer help to those 

strangers who are vulnerable and in need. Lift them up 

just as you too may need the help of a stranger one day. 

 

Now, it’s true, none of us can single handedly put an end 

to poverty, or racism or discrimination of all sorts. But it 



is also true that encouraging one another to work together 

as a neighbourhood of kindness… encouraging one 

another to work as a community network of people who 

see the truth and care for the vulnerable… this is going to 

make a huge difference… eventually, as people speak the 

truth and show they care…it can even start to change the 

system… 

 

Encouraging his fellow Christians to do this is exactly 

what Paul was doing… encouraging his fellow Christians 

to work as a community network of people who see the 

truth and care for the vulnerable… 

 

Let’s encourage one another to live this out in our 

neighbourhoods, our church and our community… 

 

You just don’t know what a difference this can make. 

 

Amen. 

 

 


